
V34AF CONFERENCE 
WEBCAM 

The Nuroum V34AF is a 4K conference webcam with a 4-element MEMS microphone array. Auto focus available, 
the camera is capable of capturing vivid details with printing quality. The 4K camera and the HDR feature make 
participants always look clear. Auto Framing and a 5x digital zoom can perfectly focus the presenter in the field of 
V34AF. Equipped with the noise-cancelation and echo-free microphone array, the V34AF brings the collaborators an 
immersive experience. Simply connect it to your computer with a USB cable and it's ready to use, no extra drivers 
required and it can be supported by remote control.

Product features

Auto-focus
Fast auto focus webcam provides crystal image quality, easy to capture every detail. 

Auto-Framing 
The AI-powered V34AF has an auto-framing feature and a large 90° field of view. 
V34AF can automatically detect the presenter in the field and center him/her in the 
picture. 

4K image 
The V34AF features a 4K@30fps/1080P@60fps UHD camera. It presents peerless 
images and vivid colors. 

AI Noise Suppression 
Dual microphones with AI noise suppression filter out unwanted noise and 
automatically pick up your voice within a 5-meter radius, making your voice more 
natural and clear. 

HDR 
HDR technology automatically adjusts to help you present your professional look 
in any lighting environment, including direct sunlight or high-contrast lighting 
conditions. 

5x Digital Zoom 
You can zoom in by using the remote control to focus on yourself. Enjoy a clear video 
experience, even zoom in 5 times.

•AI Noise-Suppression 

•Max 4K@30fps / 1080P@60fps 

•Auto-framing 

•Auto-focus 

•Plug&Play 

•90° viewing angle 

•HDR  

•5x Digital Zoom 

•Effective pickup distance(5M) 

•Support remote control
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Camera Features

Aperture: F2.0

Sensor: 1/2.8 inch, 8MP

FOV: 90°

Non-distortion lens

Microphone Features

Microphone type: 4-element MEMS microphone

Sensitivity: -38dBV/Pa 94dB SPL@1kHz

S/N: 63dBV/Pa 94dB SPL@1kHz,A-weighted

Audio characteristics

Area sound pickup range: -60° ~60°

Maximum background noise Suppression: 18dB

Effective pickup distance: 5 meters

AGC supported

Video Characteristics

Anti-flickering supported

Auto-exposure supported

Automatic white balance supported

3D noise suppression

Max Resolution: 4K

Aspect ratio: 16:9

YUY2: max 480P@30fps 
MJPEG:  
max 4K@30fps 
max 1080P@60fps

5x Digital Zoom

HDR supported

Auto-Framing

Auto-Focus

Physical Characteristics

Height: 55mm
Width: 180mm
Depth: 49mm

Color: White

Optional Mounts Tripod bracket / Screen bracket / Desktop bracket

Power and Connectivity
USB2.0  Type-C

External power supply: USB 5V/1A

Compatible Operating Systems Windows/Mac/Linux/Chrome OS

Packing List

1×V34AF
1×USB cable
1×warranty card
1×User manual
1×remote control

*All tech specs are subject to change without notice. 

Official website: nuroum.com


